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The Radiation Resistance of End-Fire 
and Collinear Arrays* 
CHARLES H. PAPASt, ASSOCIATE, I.R.E., AND RONOLD KINGt, SENIOR MEMBER, I.R.E. 
Summary.-Expressions for the radiation resistances of end-fire 
and collinear arrays of half-wave dipoles are obtained in terms of 
ciicular functions in a form convenient for computation. No mathe-
matical approximations except for a Fourier representation1 of the 
field of a single half-wave dipole are used. The first integral theorem 
of Sonine2 and an integral representation of the Bessel function due 
to Hansen3 are involved in the integration of the normal component 
of Poynting's vector. 
Results computed from the new formula for the radiation resist-
ance of an n-element parallel array in which the spacings and suc-
cessive phasings of the dipole elements are 180 degrees (bilateral 
end-fire) agree closely with those of Pistolkors,' who used Brillouin's 
e.m.f. method; they are a little less than the figures of Bontsch-
Bruewitsch,5 who numerically integrated Poynting's vector. Calcula-
tions for the radiation resistance of an n-element collinear array 
using the new formula are compared with those of Bontsch-Brue-
witsch, with which they are in satisfactory agreement. The new for-
mula is also used to compute the radiation resistance of an n-element 
unilateral end-fire array (i.e., an n-element parallel array in which 
the spacings and successive phasings of the dipole elements are 90 
degrees). 
INTRODUCTION AND COMPARISON OF RESULTS 
I N HIS PATENT Campbell6 has calculated and plotted the radiation patterns of rectilinear arrays 
composed of 16 elements for spacings from 0 
to 4 wavelengths in steps of one-eighth wavelength 
and successive phasings from 0 to one-half period in 
steps of one-eighth period. From these patterns it is 
seen that, when the elements are spaced one-half wave-
length apart and successively phased one-half period, a 
bilateral end-fire is obtained. By reducing the spacing 
to one-quarter wavelength and the phasing to one-
quarter period, a unilateral end-fire is obtained. 
The radiation resistance of bilateral end-fire arrays 
has been calculated by Pistolkors4 using the e.m.f. 
method for arrays having 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 elements. 
Bontsch-Bruewit~ch6 has calculated the radiation re-
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sistances of bilateral arrays by numerically integrating 
Poynting's vector for arrays consisting of 2, 3, 4, and an 
infinite number of elements. Table I shows the results 
of Pistolkors (P), Bontsch-Bruewitsch (BB), and those 
of this paper (PK), the last named computed from (26). 
TABLE I 
AVERAGE RADIATION RESISTANCE* OF BILATERAL ARRAY 
Number of p BB PK Elements 
2 85.7 ohms 88 ohms 82.30 ohms 
3 92.5 95 87.72 
4 96.8 100 91.04 
5 99.8 93.30 
6 102.1 94.95 
7 103.9 96.22 
Infinite 120 
*Average radiation resistance means the total radiation resistance 
divided by the number of elements: (Ro•/n). 
The radiation resistance of n collinear dipoles has 
been calculated by Bontsch-Bruewitsch,6 who obtained 
the following formula: 
[
nr 
R = (-l)n-160 ~ - 4 
(n- l)r 
s + 
0 
.. ] (1) 
(n-2)r 
8S 
0 
where 
nr f mr sin2 µ 
s = --dµ. 
0 0 µ 
(2) 
The results obtained from (1) for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 
and from the new formula (38) are shown in Table II. 
TABLE II 
AVERAGE RADIATION RESISTANCE* OF COLLINEAR ARRAYS 
Number of BB PK 
elements 
n=l 71.44 ohms 
2 98 ohms 93.15 
3 103 96.77 
4 106 99.78 
5 108 101.05 
6 102 .18 
7 102.82 
* Average radiation resistance means the total radiation resistance 
divided by the number of elements: (Ro•/n). 
The radiation resistances of unilateral end-fire arrays 
computed from (26) for spacings and phasings of 90° 
are shown in Table III. 
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TABLE III 
AVERAGE RADIATION RESISTANCE* OF UNILATERAL 
END-FIRE ARRAYS 
Number of 
elements 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
PK 
71.44 ohms 
78.68 
82.30 
85.55 
87 .72 
89.62 
"' Average radiation resistance means the total radiation resistance 
divided by the number of elements: (Ro•/n). 
CALCULATION OF THE RADIATION RESISTANCE 
OF END-FIRE ARRAYS 
In the derivation of the new formulas for the radia-
tion resistance, it is tacitly assumed that changes in 
spacing and phasing between the dipoles have a negli-
gible effect upon the current distribution in the indi-
vidual dipoles. This is a good approximation for 
center-driven half-wave dipoles for all spacings. (It is a 
poor approximation for full-wave dipoles.) 
The total radiated power is obtained by integrating 
the normal component of the Poynting vector S over a 
large sphere of radiusR. If Wis the total radiated power 
in watts, 
W --fo 2 .. Jo .. SR2 sin 8·d8·d4' 
30Jo2 f 2r fr 
= -- V2(8)·A 2(8, q,)·sin 8·d8·df/J 
211" 0 0 
(3) 
where V(9) is the field factor of a single dipole, A (9, q,) is 
the array factor, and [ 0 is the current amplitude at a 
loop position. They are contained explicitly in the fol-
lowing formula for the Poynting vector: 
cos( ~-cos8) 
sin 8 
In this expression, n is the number of half-wave dipoles 
in the array, s is the uniform spacing of the radiators, R 
is the radial distance from the center of the array to the 
point of calculation, and 9 and q, are the polar and 
azimuthal angles, respectively. The quantity in brackets 
is the product of the two functions V(9) and A(9, tf>). 
cos (; cos o) 
V(8)=-----
sin 8 
sin ny 
A(8, q,) =-.-· 
sm y 
(5) 
where 
s s 
y = 11" - sin 8·cos q, + 11" - =Ki cos q, + K2. (6) 
>.. >.. 
In order to integrate the square of the array factor, 
it is expanded in a series of cosine terms and integrated 
term by term. Since the series contains only a finite 
number of terms, no difficulty arises in the term-by-
term integration. 
sin2 ny 2n-2 
A 2(8, q,) = -. - = n + L (2n - r) cos ry 
sm2 y ..... 2 
(7) 
where r=2, 4, 6, 8, · · ·even integer. Now, integrate 
both sides of (7) with respect to tf>: 
Jo 2r A 2(8, q,)dq, 
f 2r 2n-2 f 2r 
= ndq, + L (2n - r) cos (ry) ·dq,. 
0 -2 0 
(8) 
Hansen's3 integral representation of a Bessel function is 
J
0 
2 
... cos (ry)dq, = J
0 
2
r cos r(K1 cos q, + K2)dq, 
= 2Jo(rK1) cos (rK2). (9) 
Therefore, the integral of (7) with respect to q, is 
f 211' 2 .. -2 A 2(8, q,)dq, = 27rn + L (2n - r) 
0 r=2 
·21l"Jo(rK1) cos (rK2) = H(8). (10) 
Note that each term on the right is a function only of 
the polar angle 9. It is represented by H(9). 
The integral representation of Win (3) now becomes 
30lo2 f"' W = -- V2(8) · H(8) sin 8d8. 
211" 0 
. (11) 
Introduction of the Fourier approximation1 
V(8) = 0. 945 sin 8 (12) 
in (11) gives 
30lo2 f"' W = -- (0.945)2·H(8) sin8 8·d8. 
211" 0 
(13) 
H(9) sin8 8 is a finite series, each term of which must be 
integrated with respect to 8: 
J
0 
r H(8) sin8 8d8 = 27rn i "'sin3 8d8 
2n-2 fr 
+ 211" E (2n - r) ·cos (rK2) 
0 
J 0(rK1) sin8 8d8. 
The next task is to evaluate the integral 
f .. Jo(rK1) sin3 8·d8. d (14) 
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From symmetry considerations of the integrand, this 
may be rewritten in the following way: 
i" Jo(rK1) sin3 8·d(J 
= 2 fo .. 12Jo(r'll" ~ sin (J) sin8 (J·d(J. (15) 
Since sin2 8= 1-cos2 8, the integral (15} is the dif-
ference of two integrals of which each is in Sonine2 form. 
Sonine's first integral2 is given by 
f r/2 
0 
J,(Z sin 8) · cos2"+1 (J · sin-+1 (Jd(J 
= 2"r(µ + 1) Jr+,.+i(Z) • (16) 
z,.+i 
With µ. = -! and v = 0 and substituting r'll" / s>.. for Z, 
the result is 
r(t)J112(r11" :) f" Jo("' >in 8) filn 9d8 - _ 1 , 
V2 T'll" >: 
(17) 
Similarly, if with µ.=! and v=O and substituting 
r'll"(s/x) for Z, 
( s )8/2 r11"-
>. 
(18) 
therefore, 
f r/2 ( s ) 2 0 Jo r'll"}: sin (J sin3 8·d(J 
= 
The expression for the radiated power then takes the 
form: 
and the external or radiation resistance R0•=2W/l02 
becomes 
Ro•= - (0.945) 2 -n + 211"}: (2n - r) cos (rK2) 60 (811" 2n-2 211" 3 r=2 
This expression involves Bessel functions with frac-
tional indexes which are not convenient for computa-
tion. It is possible to transform them into circular func-
tions using 
and 
Evidently, 
J112(r'll"+) 
tfr'll"~ 
( . $ )8/2 r11"-
>. 
(22} 
(23) 
(24) 
Since r(t) =y:;. and r(3/2) =hi;, the final expression 
for the radiation resistance is 
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(26) 
where 
(27) 
This formula is readily evaluated numerically. The re-
sults are shown in Tables I, Ill, and IV. 
CALCULATION OF THE RADIATION RESISTANCE 
OF COLLINEAR ARRAYS 
The radiation resistance of an n-element collinear an-
tenna is given by the well-known integral: 
·sin O·dO. 
With (12), this becomes 
sin2 n( ~cos o) 
sin2 (; cos o) 
(28) 
In order to solve this integral, it is convenient to expand 
sin2 ny 
---· 
sin2 y • 
sin 2 ny 2n-2 
-. - = n + .L: (2n - r) cos ry (30) 
sm2 y r-2 
where y=(7r/2) cosO and r=2, 4, 6, 8 ···even integer. 
With (30), the expression for radiation resistance takes 
the form: 
R0• = 60(0.945) 2 {n i,,. sin3 OdO 
+ ~2 (2n - r) i ... cos (r ; cos o) sin3 O·dOJ . (31) 
The first integral is immediately integrable. It is 
i ... sin3 OdO = !· (32) 
The second integral can be evaluated by Hankel's 
integral theorem: 
f ... J,(Z)r(!)r(v + !) cos(Zcos8)·sin2,0·d8= • (33) 
0 (tZ). 
This evaluation holds for v> -t. With 2v=3 and 
Z = r(7r /2), and recalling that the gamma functions 
r(!) and r(3/2+!) have the values y';;: and 1, re-
spectively, (33) becomes 
J 
0 
... cos (r ; cos 8) sin 3 8 ·dO 
Ja12(r ;) .y;.2y'2 
(34) 
It is well known that 
Since r is always an even integer, sin [r(7r/2)] =0, and 
Hence, 
Ja12(r~) 
(r ;)8'2 
cos (r ;) fa ... cos (r ; cos 8) sin 3 8 ·dO = - 4 __ (_r_;_)-2-
(36) 
(37) 
If this result is substituted in (31) with (32), the formula 
for Ro• in ohms is obtained: l r'lf' l cos-4n 2n-2 2 R0• = 60(0.945) 2 _..:.. - 4 .L: (2n - r) . 3 r-2 (';y (38) 
For purposes of numerical calculation this formula is 
much simpler than (1) previously derived by Bontsch-
Bruewitsch. The results are compared in Table II. 
CALCULATION OF THE RADIATION RESISTANCE 
OF A BROADSIDE ARRA y 
The general radiation resistance formula 
Ro• = - (O. 945) 2 --+ 41f' .L: (2n - r) cos (rK2)A r'lf' -60 [ 81f'n 2n-2 ( s )] 
21f' 3 r-2 >. 
(26) 
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gives the radiation. resistance of any parallel array 
consisting of center-fed half-wave dipoles, provided the 
spacing s between the elements is uniform and the 
phasing K2 is uniformly progressive or zero. 
The radiation resistance of a broadside array, 
[s = ('A/2), K2 = 0] is, therefore, given by the specialized 
case of (26): 
Ro•=- (0.945) 2 -+411" 2: (2n-r)A r- . 60 [ 87rn 2n-2 ( 'Ir)] 
211" 3 r=2 2 
(39) 
Ro•=- (0.945) 2 --811" 2: (2n-r)A r- . 60 [ 87rn 2n-2 ( 'Ir )] 
h 3 - 2 
(38) 7 
The average, radiation resistances (Ro•/n) are computed 
for n = 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 and shown in Table II. 
In addition, a general formula (26) for the radiation 
resistance of any uniformly spaced (s) parallel array of 
half-wave dipoles with uniform progressive phasing 
(K2), including zero, is derived. 
Ro•= - (0. 945) 2 -- + 411" 2: (2n - r) cos (rK2)A r'lr -60 [ 87rn 2n-2 ( s )] 
27r 3 r=2 X 
(26) 
The radiation resistances of broadside arrays consisting 
of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 elements are computed and shown 
in Table IV. 
TABLE IV 
AVERAGE RADIATION RESISTANCE* OF BROADSIDE ARRAYS 
Number of p BB PK 
elements 
n=2 60.9 ohms 60.58 ohms 
3 59.5 58.78 
4 . 58.0 57.27 
5 57.4 56.63 
6 56.9 56.07 
7 56.5 55.75 
Infinite 56 ohms 
• Average radiation resistance means the total radiation resistance 
divided by the number of elements: (R0•/n). 
\ 
\ 
I+-
/ 
I 
J 
I 
Fig. 1-Collinear array. Radiation resistance for n-element collinear 
array: 
Ro•= 60(0.945)2 - - 4L (2n - r) . j4n 2n_2 cos (r ; ) l 
3 ,.., (';Y J 
CONCLUSIONS 
A formula (38) is derived for the radiation resistance 
of a collinear array consisting of n in-phase half-wave 
dipoles spaced one half wavelength between centers 
(Fig. 1). 
where 
(j 
Fig. 2-Broadside end-fire. Radiation resistance for n-element 
broadside array: 
Ro• = - (0.945)2 - + 4'11" L (2n - r)A r -60 [8'lffl 2n-2 ( 'II")] 
& 3 - 2 
and 
~-v- ~ [) ~ u ~ u 
i..t....i 
Fig. 3-Unilateral end-fire. Radiation resistance for n-element uni-
lateral array: 
60 [ 8'lffl 2n-! ( 'II" ) ( 'II" )] Ro•= - (0.945)2 - + 4'11" L (2n - r) cos r - A r -
2'11" 3 r-2 4 4 
and 
7 This equation equals (38) found in an earlier part of this paper. 
It has been written in this form to place in evidence its similarity to 
(26). 
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By giving K 2 and s appropriate values, the average 
radiation resistances of broadside, unilateral end-fire, 
The values of.K2 , s, and A used in the calculation are 
shown in Table V. 
[) [; 
Fig. 4-Bilateral end-fire. Radiation resistance for n-element bilat· 
eral array: 
Ro•= - (0.945) 2 - + 47r L (2n - r) cos r - A r -60 [ 81r"IJ 2n-! ( 11'") ( 11'" )] 
211'" 3 r-! 2 2 
and 
K2* 
,,,.;2 
,,.;4 
0 
s 
>../2 
>../4 
>../2 
r 
2 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
TABLE V 
Phase Nature of A Difference Pattern in Periods 
A[r(,,./2)] ! Bilateral end-fire 
A[r(,,./2)] t Unilateral end-fire 
A[r(,,,./2)] 0 Broadside 
A[r(,,./4)] A[r(,,./2)] 
0.3786 -0.1013 
-0.1013 +0.02533 
-0.2026 -0.01126 
0.02533 +0.006333 
0.1252 -0.004053 
-0.01126 +0.002814 
* K 2, according to (6),equals,,. times phase displacement measured 
in fractions of a period. 
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